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DREMEL GLUE GUN - 940 JA -HM0041
Question:
Is it possible to source wood glue sticks and other craft glue sticks
Answer:
Yes, Possible, provided you should have 11-12 mm diameter sticks to be used. As you
know 940 model has a nozzle diameter around 1.5 to 2.5 mm, precise craft materials
such as ear rings stone sticking etc will be bit difficult.
Question:
We would like to buy the 7 mm sticks too. Do you have any?
Answer:
We will dispatch the same but this one order separately please call our customer care
9914130130 OR fill contact us form for query/quote?
Question:
Give me an exact view will this bosch dremel glue gun 910 support 11mm glue sticks
Answer:
it will support 7mm only, the aperture to hold the glue stick would be small to
accomodate 7 mm only
Question:
How much watt it is of???
Answer:220-240 V

RJ 45 PLUGS SET- 100 PCS-HM0117
Question:
can you guarantee that it is a original D-Link Product
Answer:
Yes sure it is. As it is not brittle, the connector gets easily crimped without breaking.
Question:
is it connected to cat5e cable cat6 cable 4 pair cable
Answer:
It can be connected to both cat 5e and cat6 cables...
Question:
Is it compatible with cat6 cable?
Answer:
Yes . It is compatible

DLINK MODEM 8 port 10 -DES 100 8A-HM0034

Question:
Is this a network hub or switch? Will it replicate all packets on each LAN switch or
manage each port. So is a managed or un-managed switch?
Answer:
Yes its working good and manage all ports
Question:
Is item showing the same model in the image and is the item wall mountable ?
Answer:
Model is the same but color may differ. It isn't wall mountable.

GORILLA CLEAR VERY STRONG TAPE-HM0239
Question:
What is the tape width and total length?
Answer:
48 mm * 8.2 mtr

3D VR VIRTUAL HEADSET PEBBLE-HM00358
Question:
What is the warranty?
Answer:
No warranty.
Question:
Does it support i phone 6 ?
Answer:
Yes It is Compatible with I phone 6. it compatible with all IPhone Android and windows
Smartphone with 3.5- 6.0 inch Screens.

DLINK PORTABLE WIRELESS ROUTER DIR 506L –
HM0100
Question:
Does it work with ZTE AC2739 RELIANCE 3 Modem???
Answer:
Yes it does work.
The data card is detected as ZTE AC2726/ZTE AC2766. You need to select manual
internet connection setup, then :
Dial up profile : Manual ; Country: India ; Telecom: Reliance ; 3G/4G Network:
CDMA2000/EV-DO ; Username: net ; Password: net ; Dialed number: #777 ;
Authentication:

Question:
Does it have an rj45 port? can i use it for broadband like act or hath way?
Answer:
Yes
Question:
Please suggest a good adapter compatible with the USB cable which comes with this
router?
Answer:
If you are using along with your PC just plug it to your USB port. If you are using it
separately use 5V, 1Amps adapter as recommended.
You can also use any mobile charging adapter also. Now-days most of the mobile
adapter comes with 5V, 1000mA/1200mA rating.
Question:
I have airtel adsl router, is there any to replace airtel router with DLINK DIR 506?
Answer:
NO....

DLINK PORTABLE WIRELESS ROUTER DIR 506L –
HM0100
Question:
Can this be used to convert Wi-Fi signals to Ethernet?
Answer:
I believe you can since it comes with an ethernet port to connect to your PC/Laptop.
Question:
Can i connect it to my modem with wire through Ethernet port to bring wifi network to
another area
Answer:
Yes, there is a mode for it named "access port" I guess.
Question:
Due to some reason, it is not connecting with my phone...authentication problem is
being regularly displayed on my phone...what should i do??
Answer:
Phone should be in static mode with TCP automatic
Question:
can we use this product by JIO sim ?
Answer:
I guess it can be used. It works as a Wi-Fi booster also.

D-LINK WIRELESS CLOUD ROUTER DIR 605 L-HM0130
Question:
What will be maximum and minimum range of this Wi-Fi___33 and how we have to work
after delivery ?
Answer:
Maximum 100 meters if area will be less covered & minimum 10 meters if router will be
place in side or in multiple construction/structure. It's ready to use router just place the
input LAN port & give the power supply. You can also make your routers signals
password protected just for security purpose or in other options i…
Question:
On amazon it shows only 1 year warranty while on other online sites it shows 3 year
warranty.
Answer:
Yes, Warranty period is One year
Question:
I have hathway modem is it compatible with it ? exact range of it , if any one using it ?
Answer:
Yes, it is compatible with hathway and its range is around 1500 sq.ft
Question:
how long distance its work normal ? some people review this product doesn’t work
faithfully . is that true ?
Answer:
Dear friend I have just buying and give as a gift to my closely relative with but till not
facing any problem. It is well working on connect by GTPL broadband line.

D LINK ROUTER AND MODEM DIR 600 L-HM0046
Question:
does it work with BSNL broad band and other networks like beam in hyderabad
Answer:
It works with any connection that comes with an Ethernet cable. For BSNL broadband
you will need an additional modem as this is just a Wi-Fi router.
Question:
Is it compatible with an adsl2 modem ?
Answer:
No, if u want in D-link go for wireless N 150 ADSL2+ (DSL-2730U)
Question:
can i change Wi-Fi password of D-Link DIR-600L Wireless N 150 Cloud Router (Black)?
what is default password?
Answer:
First you need to register your device ... type this address in the browser 192.168.0.1 or
http://sg.mydlink.com/entrance ... If already registered then login to your D-LINK
account and change the password of your Wi-Fi and your main login too ... See the
backside of your router for PIN No. Which is written there and it …
Question:

Can i connect it to my PC using the cable from Router and at the same time use the the
wireless internet from the router?
Answer:
Yes definitely you can

DLINK MODEM 5 port- DES 100 5A –HM0033
Question: Can this product be used for LAN parties i.e. 3 laptops?
Answer: Yes
Question: I have internet and LAN printer cable connection so once both are connected
to switch can i have to change ip address regularly for both connection
Answer:
No. It’s not router. Its won't change IP of any devices. You have to provide static IP
range for both devices. Don’t need to change IP addresses.
Question:
Can I connect it before router ?connection is like -siti broadband internet -> switch ->
router?
Answer:
Yes you can
Question:
Can i use my broadband connection in my both PC at same time? like dis diagram
Modem --> Switch Port1 -->1st PC, Switch Port2--> Router-->2nd PC
Answer:
It’s a Ethernet switch not a router

D LINK WIFI ROUTER N-150 –HM0046
Question:
Please tell me how this can be installed? Method of manual is not working ?
Answer:
It's not a modem - It's just a router as per the specification. It doesn't have any slot to
take in your (telephone type - ADSL?) cable.
Question:
What is the Wi-Fi range of this router?
Answer:
This is a home router, and serves well for an average two to three BHK home. Gives
good coverage upto 40-45 feet!
Question:
is this a good one ?
Answer:
It’s a very good product and easy to set up. Range is 20 -40 meter which is good enough
for a regular 2 BHK flat. Position of router in d house is also equally important for
coverage in every corner.
Question:
Does it work as repeater mode

Answer:
Yes it does

DRILL MACHINE SKIL 10 MM – 6510 –HM0003
Question:
Is this a dual action random orbital polisher cum buffer ?
Answer:
It rotates only in one direction and has a regulator for speed. For better clarification
kindly call 9216407929 or fill in contact us query form.
Question:
CaN this be used for dry or wet polishing of marble flooring?
Answer:
No this can be only used for cars
Question:
What all accessories are there in box? Does it has polishing pad too?
Answer:
The box contains only polisher.

PLASTIC WELD EPOXY PUTTY JB WELD- REPAIR WATER
TANKS ETC-HM0245
Question:
Can it hold on to a crack in the side of a frp vessel which is used to contain pressurized
water of 30-40 psi?
Answer:
Water Weld will plug or seal leaks and patch holes and cracks in almost anything. It's
strength is 900 PSI. So you can easily fill crack in the side of a frp vessel.

PLASTIC WELD EPOXY PUTTY JB WELD- REPAIR WATER
TANKS ETC –HM0246
Question:
I have a fiber sheet roof with holes in it. Will this help me in fixing it up?
Answer:
yes it will solve the purpose
Question:
Can I use this to hold car bumper?
Answer:
No, it cannot.
Question:

can i use this for cracked headlights
Answer:
Yes it can be used in any plastic products to prevent leakage

SCOTCH TAPE DISPENSERS C-3 –HM0273
Question:
Can I use 1 inch and 2 inch cello tape with this? Pl clarify urgently.
Answer:
Its only for 1 inches tapes...
Question:
Is it made by 3M?
Answer:
yes
Question:
Can it be used for a 3 inch broad tape?
Answer:
No maximum one inch

Car Care Category
MULTIPURPOSE TRAY FOR LAPTOP IN CAR – CA0074
Question:
Need in black color?
Answer:
Available in BLack color
Question:
How to fix it
Answer:
It is very easy, rise the headrest of your car seat about an inch and fix this tray as
illustrated in manual.
Question:
Does it come as a pair or only a single unit?

Answer:
single unit ONLY. Price per piece but you can order two.

Paint ZOOM GUN –HM0159
Question:
What is the capacity of the motor...rpm and KW???Warranty of the machine?
Answer: 650 Watt/ 800 ml capacity / 3200 rpm

Question:
where can i buy its spare parts
Answer:
you should name the parts and then search the parts from any online store
Question:
Is this product usefull for distemper
Answer:
yes

Question:
for oil paint & distemper nipple are same or different to be used? pls reply
Answer:
It's the same nipple. I would avoid using a distemper since it has bigger particles and
may clog the nipple. You can use distemper, but make sure you clean it thoroughly
before storing.

PILOT ELECTRIC SPRAY GUN- E88-HM0061
Question:
Does it get heated while using
Answer:
Yes
Question:
Can i use berger easy clean paint
Answer:
Yes u can use any paints except pigment colors. you can use this gun for 10 mins only
after take a break of 10 mins and so on.
Question:
Can i use for vehicles
Answer:

Yes, definitely u can!!

HONDA PETROL GENSET EU 30IS- 3KVA –HM0040
Question:
i need a generator for 2 , 1ton ac and approx 7 to 8 fan, approx 20 nos tube light for my
hotel.. pls suggest me
Answer:
You can take EU 70is Honda Generator. YOu can run all you mentioned. call 9914130130
- for further queries.
Question:
The startup power for 1hp motor for the first few seconds is higher than the run power of
750w. can this genset handle the initial high need?
Answer:
Yes. It can run 1 HP. more detail please call:9914130130
Question:
Which fuel is used and what is hourly consumption..
Answer:
Petrol. If you consume, 2000 > Watts, it takes only 650ml petrol/hour. For full load
3000Watts, it consumes 1.75 liters/Hr.
Question:
I want to run 2500 watts pressure washer and 2000 watts vacuum cleaner how much
capacity genarator required
Answer:
You can go for EU 70is for better clarification kindly call 9216407929

Clean Cham Cleaning Cloth-CA0059
Question:
Can you wash and re use it?
Answer:
yes

Question:
Really, its dimensions are 18x7x7 cm as given
Answer: 40 x 32 x 0.2 cm size we have in different colours
Question:
Can you please tell me how to use this? It is re-usable product?
Answer:
yes it is re-usable. Use for final cleaning and extra shine and dirt free surface.
Question:
What is the size of this cloth
Answer: 40 x 32 x 0.2 cm

BOSCH DRILL MACHINE- 10 MM GSB 10 RE – WS0038
Question:
screwdriver is not mention in kit. Is this available in kit ?
Answer:
U mean like a normal daily use screw driver ?? No . However you get attachments for it
to act like a screwdriver inside the box.
Question:
whether it can be used for drilling on any kind of surface like concrete, wood and metal
Lock etc.
Answer:
Yes, Tool box contains separate drill key for using it for drilling the wood,concrete and
metal wall etc , it works perfectly .
Question:
how to check..? is this product is original..?
Answer:
The box will be packed with a sealed sticker which includes bar code and model number
written in it. Ask for authenticity of supplier and warranty.
Question:
Do I need to register this product at Bosch website? What is the website address?
Answer:
No you can buy it directly from us .

ASTONISH CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER LIQUID –
HM0052
Question:
How to apply it
Answer:
Spray on a clean cloth and rub on the soiled area of the carpet or furniture upholstery.

3m Ultimate Dresser 250 ML -CA0105
Question:
can carnauba be used after this
Answer:
Yes you need to wax after this.
Question:
does it removes paint like other swirl mark removers?
Answer:
This is only a Polish, It would remove minor swirls from the clear coat.. For Best Finish,
use a wax after polishing. You can probably try Ultimate Quik Wax of Meguiar's.
Question:
Does it come with polish pads?
Answer:
No,
IT does not come with Applicator Pads
Question:
will it remove swirls or hide it.? does this damage paint surface...
Answer:
Rich polishing oils add a deep, rich, wet look to paint.
Eliminates fine swirls, perfecting the paint prior to waxing.
Safe on all glossy paints, including clear coats.

MEGUIAR'S ODOR ELIMINATOR USA-CA0112
Question:
Is it that it can remove car perfume odor. And how should we apply in car... ?
Answer:
Yes it will remove that easily. It's quite effective
Best way to use is to spray whole inside of the car every nook n corner than close the
doors n windows for 24hrs don't drive it

MEGUIAR'S GLASS CLEANER 709 ML USA-CA0106
Question:
Does it remove water spots?
Answer:
Yes, it cleans water spots very neatly. For best results you can use X-Static Glass Cloth
along with it.
Question:

it is anti fog spray and water repellent?
Answer:
Its purely Windshield & car window cleaner. Do not use it for any other purpose
Question:
Can I use it inside glasses and mirrors?
Answer:
You can use it on any part of Glass and Mirrors on the Inside and Outside. It is good to
clean any types of glass.
Question:
Can Glass scratch remove?
Answer:
NO, IT IS not POSSIBLE TO REMOVE glass SCRATCHES

